
Place a large pot of water on a high heat and season with a pinch of salt, Bring to a boil.
Place 1/2 of the pasta in boiling water and cook for 12 minutes. Keep your other half for another
day. 
Remove Spiced tomato sauce from package and place in a medium pot or frying pan, Take one
ladel of your pasta water and add it to your sauce. Place on a medium heat until hot. 
Drain pasta and place into sauce, Toss pasta until evenly coated with sauce.
Warm bread in oven for 5 mins at 200c
If you have a bag of lobster meat simply place it into the pasta. 
If you are lucky enough to have a whole lobster then remove the lobster from the packaging and
carefully remove the meat from the shell and chop into 1cm pieces and add to your pasta.
Toss your lobster meat through pasta. The heat from the hot sauce and pasta will warm lobster
perfectly. 
Divide your pasta into 2 bowls.
Garnish with fresh herbs and chipotle provided and serve
We recommend leaving your chocolate desserts out of the fridge when you start to enjoy your
dinner this will allow the Chocolate come to room tempature giving a smoother consistency when
eating.  

We have prepared the lobster ready to eat.
     * Please be aware of small pieces of shell. 

Thank you so much for deciding on our Lobster Linguine Box. 
Your purchase has helped my business, my staff and my family to

thrive in such a difficult time. I sincerely hope that you enjoy this meal
and it brings uplifting energy to your home. We are all in this together

and I wish my valued customers the best. The instructions included
below will help you to prepare the ingredients included in your box.

Lobster Linguine

Method

Haar at home

Everything within this box has been delicately prepared for you by hand.
This box can be served cold or you can follow the instructions that have

been included to enjoy it as a hot meal. For this dish, I have included
Scottish native lobster, which have been paired with a selection of sides
that have been garnished to compliment their native flavours. Enjoy this
wholesome feast with your loved ones and take the time to relish in this

delicate combination of flavours.


